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The main System ideas

The Russian writer/philosopher P.D.Ouspensky (1878-1947)
became convinced of the existence of knowledge about an eternal
reality, and searched widely for its custodians. The search brought him
into contact with 'The System' ideas which he studied and described in
depth.
These ideas, about the Universe and our position in it, included
consideration of man's possible self-development, and advice about
how this might be achieved. But this practical side of the System did not
prove very effective - the big picture was there without a natural method
for experiencing it. So it is best perhaps to start here with an overview
of the big ideas of the System.
Colin came to regard these big ideas as 'three great truths' about the origin of things, the nature of things, and the relation between
things:
The origin of thing.§ is concerned with the emergence of 'Tfle Ray
of Creation' from unified, absolute wholeness and its sequential
divergence to multiplicity. The return process, from multiplicity back to
source, is also considered. The descending and ascending processes.
which are described in terms of our diatonic major musical scale, enable
precise 'levels of materiality' in creation to be defined;
The nature of thin~ is concerned with two usually unknown laws,
The Law of Three Forces and the Law of Seven or Law of Octaves.
These laws are at the basis of the processes in 'the origin of things' and
indeed everything in creation. The Law of Three states that for anything
to happen there has to be the interaction of an active, a passive, and
also a neutralizing force ( this third force is often unseen). The Law of
Octaves describes the development of this interaction process using the
example of the diatonic major musical scale. The importance of the
'discontinuity of vibrations' at the semitone intervals, and the need for
a bridging stimulus at these points of recession if the process is to
continue, is emphasized;
The relation between thin~ ( the System 'Doctrine of Cosmoses')
is, in Colin's words, 'the beginning and end of all knowledge. It is a way
of approaching the objective meaning of the world - of understanding the
world as it really is independently of man's viewpoint.' *
(to 2/2)

(* from Vol III Kingdom of Heaven 11.6)
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The relation between things (continued)
Seven Cosmoses, or worlds, were described, each a living being.
The Protocosmos or first world of the All or Absolute, the Ayocosmos or
Holy, great world, the Macrocosmos or large world of galaxies, the world
of the sun or Deuterocosmos, the Mesocosmos or world of planets, the
Tritocosmos and Microcosmos. Originally these last two were man and
atom respectively, but this was modified later.
It was understood that these seven living worlds together provide a
complete view of the Universe, that each world is 'as zero to infinity' to
the next, that the adjoining cosmoses above and below are needed to
illustrate a particular cosmos, and that a growing understanding of his
adjoining cosmoses would be a feature of a man's increase in
consciousness.
A hint was given that breath for each cosmos is a measure of its
time. It appears that no explanation was provided for the sequence of
names of the seven cosmoses - for Colin's insight into the significance of
the names, see Vol VIII Cosmoses 7 Worlds 2/1-3.
A separate and special view was taken of the world within the solar
system - The Cosmos of All Living in Colin's description:'.. .The boundaries of this world are defined by the solar system, the
smallest elements that belong to it are living creatures like ourselves.
Man, organic life, the earth and other planets - these are the elements
of which it consists. All these elements taken together make a single
whole - a single being, with its own life, its own breath and its own
intelligence ... ' - from Vol IX All Living 9/0a.
The following Conversations of 2/3-5, about Colin's 'three great
truths', are from Vol I New Truths 111/111 & IIINII.
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- What principles of the system do you feel are the most important
what kind of framework is it that people need?
- In the system there are three great truths.
three truths contain everything that is needed.

Between them these
The first is

concerned with the origin of things, with the way in which things
come into being.
of cr-eation.

This truth is expressed, principally, in the ray

And it is through this truth that man is able to

recognise the existence of different levels in himself.

For man is

not ordinarily aware of levels - he takes everything on the same
Level. . C_o naequ.entl~ he has no aim, for he does not know what is
a:tmve nirrr and what is below.

And what is the second great truth?
The second is concerned with the nature of things - with that
which they are ~n themselves.

This truth is expressed in the law

of three forces - the interpley of three forces, and their development
in the law of octaves.

It is through this truth that man is able

to recognise. ~he. diff'erence between things - to feel the contrast
between outwardly similar things in the world around him, and to
understand their real nature.

Without this understanding man is

unable to tell the diIIerence between right and wrong, or to see
the direction in which events are leading.
And the third great truth?
The third is concerned with the relation between things
their function and purpose in relation to a larger whole.

with

It is

this truth whioh contains within it the secrets of time and magnitude,
of relativity and scale.

- You mean the doctrine of cosmoses?
- Yes, the doctrine of cosmoses, which was described, if you remember,.
as the key to all knowledge.

It is through this truth that man is

able to approach an understanding of the universe as it really is.
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- :But how are these three great truths related to man's work - what
practical value have they got?'
- The first of these three great truths is related particularly to
man's personal life - his inner work.

For just as he comes from

his creator when he is born, so does he return to his creator again
when he dies.
the mecii tat ion.

And so, during his lifetime, he turns towards him in
But unless he understands the rrzy- of creation, and

realises what it -means, he will not know what is nearer his creator and
what is further away;

and so he will be unable to value what the

meditation brings him, and sooner or later his interest will disappear.
- And the second great- truth - is this also related to man's work?

- Yes, the sec-o nd great truth

is

related particularly to man,1 s outer

life - to his work with other people.
For nowadays there is little
or nothing to serve as a guide for man's behaviour in life
he has
no

wey

--of

telling what he should -do,_ or why.

In particular he cannot

feel the difference between actions, either on a personal scale, or
in

._a

larger, a :;;oci~l or political sense.

But if a. man is able to

understand the law or- -three forces-, if he can live the principles

behind it. in all his everyda.-r actions, he will :find the wa;r open for a
quite new approach to human behaviour - an approaoh whioh is based
on real objective principles instead of on outworn moral oodes.
And the third great truth - how is this related to man's work?
'I'he third grea~ truth is related particularly to man's knowledge
his pursuit of the truth itself.

to

For at different times in history

great discoveries are made - discoveries which enable man to take a
step forward in his evolution, and to reach a fuller understanding
and control of the world in which he lives.
It is the doctrine of
cosmoses which holds the key to these discoveries; and at the present
time there a.re certain a,spects of this teaching which could be of
extreme value to science, provided they were formulated a.~d applied
in the right way.
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- And lastly, there is the doctrine of cosmoses.
- Yes, why is it so different from the rest of the system - wby
were we always told to keep it separate?
- It is a different view of the universe - that is why we were told
to keep it separate.

At first it is difficult to understand what

this means, but later it all fits together.

- But how is it a different view of' the universe - that is what I
dont understand.
- It is like an apple on a tree.

If you cut the apple in half and
study its cross section, you will find the ra;; of creation - it is

But if _you study the apple as a whole,

all there before your eyes.

if you find out what kind of an apple it is, . and compare it with all
the other apples you know, and if you study the tree to which it
bel~ngs, and compare it with all other trees •••• then that is connected
with the doctrine of cosmoses.
And the tree itself - has it a.lao a ray~£ creation?
- Yes, you have only to cut through the trunk of the tree with a saw
and there is the ray of creation before _yo~ ~yes.

- You mean the ray of creation exists in everything?
- Yes, it exists in everything, everywhere - the principles are
always the same.

But the doctrine of cosmoses is everything - it

explains what everything is

.f.2.!:•

- So both are necessary parts of the system - you oannot have one
without the other?
- Yes, both are neoessary parts of the system, and if we could see
them both together, then our understanding would be complete.
- Then what is it that links them together - how can we see this more
clearly?
- It is the law of three which links them together, for this law is
common to both.
la.w of seven.

And in their structure they both conform with the
But much is ·st·111 missing in our understanding of the

law of seven ••••••••
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The Ray of Creation, in the 2/1 origin of things paragraph, is
linked, in the nature of things paragraph, with the Law of Three Forces
and Law of Octaves:'Like a peal of bells coming down from heaven, creation manifests
on every possible level and scale, from the creation of the galaxies to
that of a tiny flower in the fields around us. It is all the same triad and
same order of forces'* - see 2/6a for Colin's double spiral diagram.
The System description of this vast Ray of Creation of countless
universes is scaled down considerably to a 'lateral octave'.
In Colin's words:'The lateral octave describes the passage of a secondary or lateral ray
which branches off from the main ray of creation from a point above the
sun. This lateral ray, which is said to originate in the 'unmanifest sun',
passes through first the planetary world, and then through three aspects
of life here on earth, which are called, symbolically, 'man', 'sheep' and
'earthworm'. It then passes on through the world of plants, and finally to
the earth itself and the moon. These eight steps form an 'octave' of which
the upper interval occurs between the sun and the planetary world, and
the lower interval is filled by the world of plants.
Like the ray of creation itself, this lateral octave describes different
levels through which creation passes. But whereas the ray of creation is
so big in scale that man does not exist, the lateral octave is much more
within our reach. It tells us many things about man's relation to other
creatures, and particularly the level of his being in relation to the
world of organic life in which he lives.' **
Continuing with the lateral octave, it may be easy to understand the
System's assertion that the living creatures of organic life, in their
eventual physical disintegration and absorption by the earth's crust,
become 'food' for a living earth. It may not be quite so easy
to understand the System's further assertion that when they die, the soul
of living creatures becomes 'food' for a growing moon to which they are
attracted as if to some cosmic electro-magnet.
Also, the moon is said to be like a vast pendulum, the weight of
which governs all our mechanical movement.
A feature of man's self development would be to become freer of
the moon's mechanical influence:'to establish' (through meditation) 'a centre in ourselves from which
all our actions can come. In this way we can escape the influence of the
planetary world and the moon. As it was once said, 'we have to create
moon in ourselves.' ***
(* from Vol V Enneagram - triads 36c. Triads are discussed in 2/17-18)
(** see Vol IX All Living 5/1)
(*** from Vol VIII Cosmoses - Further Papers 1/11)
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It is mentioned in 2/5 that System students were required tb
keep the big ideas separate at first ... ' but later it all fits together'.
In a letter*to his friend and fellow System student from the early
1930s Dr Francis Roles, Colin recalls 'how disconcerted I was' to
be reminded by Ouspensky about this (it appears Colin had been
combining the Ray of Creation and Cosmoses ideas). He was to be
encouraged in due course though to continue his research
into Cosmoses.
Further on in that letter there is another view of the difference
between the Ray of Creation and Cosmoses:'! have wondered again and again about the difference
between cosmoses and the ray of creation, but have rather come
to the conclusion that they probably belong to different teachings,
and come in their origin from a different source. The difference is
remarkably like that between the 'divisive' approach to the musical
scale and the 'multiplicative', both of which have their origin in the
remotest past. The divisive method takes the octave and divides it
into parts - harmonic and arithmetic means and so on - whereas
the multiplicative takes a basic note and from it produces the
geometric series of fifths from which all the notes of the scale are
derived. The divisive has certain marked similarities to the ray of
creation, the multiplicative to the doctrine of cosmoses. In both
cases the notes produced are very nearly the same - but not quite!
And you certainly couldn't mix them.'
(Colin and his mother, the composer Mary Anderson Lucas
spent much time looking into correspondences between the big
System ideas and musical scales).
(* of 2/6/68)
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2/5 concludes with the possibility of linking all the big ideas
of the System together and arriving at a complete understanding.
The System included a description of a universal symbol or
diagram - a circle of nine points containing a triangle and inner
circulation - called the enneagram. *
In the unfinished draft Conversation Paper below Colin
regards the enneagram as a means of expressing the unification
of the 'three great truths' of the System:- How is it possible to see these different truths belonging to
the system as a a single whole?
- There is a way of doing this. If you understand the
enneagram you will realise that this is what it is for.
- But surely there are many different applications of the
enneagram?
- Yes indeed, but as a symbol it contains all truth.
- And every aspect of truth can therefore be expressed in it?
- Yes, every aspect of truth. And if we think about it for long
enough, we shall discover how these three great truths of the
system can be expressed in the enneagram. In this way we
shall see them as a single whole.

(* see 2/8a and Vol V Enneagram)

2/Sa
These extracts from Vol V Enneagram Prologue & System Overview
provide some more background about the enneagram symbol:9

7

2

'... The diagram, .. is a cosmos...containing all the laws and principles
necessary for its fulfilment. As a cosmos, it can be applied on any
scale ... The circle is a symbol of unity. Like the figure nought in arabic
notation, it indicates a complete period of numbers, from 1 to 9. On the
other hand the circle is not divided into nine steps, it is divided into
seven According to the law of seven, any complete period or process
contains seven steps. So how do we divide the circle into seven? ... You
will find that the number 1 or unity, dMded by the number 7, gives the
recurring decimal .142857. Twice this gives the decimal .285714, three
times gives the decimal .428571 and so on.Seven times, of course, gives
unity, or the decimal .999999 .
...the inner circulation is obtained by joining the points round the circle
in the order of this recurring decimal. ..the decimal value of each point
contains all the other points within it, to a greater or lesser degree.
Nothing is separate - everything is connected ... about the hierarchy of
points.. it is not exactly a hierarchy but a simple logarithmic progression ...
But points 3,6 and 9.... are naturally excluded from this progression ...
these three points are a symbol of the law of three. According to this law,
every phenomenon, everything that happens in the universe on any
scale depends on the coming together of three elements ...'
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Hand in hand with the big ideas of the System went consideration
of man's possible self-development, an ascending process of increasing
consciousness.*
It was maintained that most of our life passes either in the actual
state of sleep consciousness or in a so-called waking state that is more
like a state of waking s1eep. This was our situation, associated perhaps
with some lack of healthy physiological balance - otherwise we would
tend more to real self consciousness, 'remembering ourselves'.**
A feature of this real self consciousness was said to be growing
familiarity with one~s 'higher emotional centre' which, for example, knows
everything about one's life, is incapable of negativity, and leads on to an
understanding of reality - objective consciousness - through contact with
our 'higher intellectual centre' which knows all truth. These higher
centres were said to be fully working in us though we are usually
unaware of them.***
Much was made of the barriers to real self consciousness - those
features in our life associated with the waking sleep condition we find
ourselves in - the first barrier being the conviction that we are fu11y awake
and conscious all the time rather than occasionally.
Another characteristic of this waking sleep was 'identification', a
state (generally unrecognized) in which we are almost continually
captivated and governed by life's circumstances. The conclusion was
that in this waking sleep we remain basically automatons driven by
external influences.**** What could be done at least was to start to
observe the situation,***** to avoid expressing negativity, and to try to
'remember ourselves'. Some element of stability- the 'magnetic centre'
(formed from an interest in more conscious influences found in life)******
which had guided our search so far, could be encouraged, and grow
into a permanent 'centre of gravity', freer of the moon's mechanical
influence - see 2/6. 1n time, in the System analogy, a Deputy Steward
could be appointed, untir a Steward and then the Master courd take their
rightful place.
(to 2/10)
(* levels of man from 1 to 7 were classified - see second footnote of 4/12)
(** see second quotation in 2/11, and last paragraph of 2/23)
(*** see Vol IV Levels and Laws 3/1)
(**** the analogy of the cart, horse and driver - with cart in
disrepair, horse unschooled, driver asleep and Master absent was used.
Or again, that we live in only three rooms of a house with an
undiscovered fourth room containing all treasure. Connected with higher
centres there was the idea that as well as the physical body, man has
potentially three other bodies - subtle, causal and divine in Colin's
description - which are not organized. See Vol XI Index - Bodies of Man)
(***** to assist self observation, group 'activities' were arranged,
such as farmwork or gardening, 'Movements' to music, decorating etc)
(****** see 2/15 reference to 'B influences')
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Colin had followed this practical approach of the System of course
for nearly 30 years when in 1960, 'a miracle happened',* and he started
Maharishi's meditatron. He began to see the practical ideas of the
System in a different light, and by 1964 had written his 'Way of
·
Happiness' which is the first Volume of his New System Papers.**
To illustrate something of this difference in approach, it may help to
look at the following extract from Colin's Paper 'Man is like a deep well'
in connection with the concept of waking sleep discussed in 2/9:'lf you try to notice how much - and how often - you are actually
aware of yourself in your surroundings, you may get rather an
unpleasant surprise.
You will find that for long periods in the day you
are absent. And during those periods of course, you have no memory.
The trouble is that one cannot simply remedy this state of affairs by
trying. If one tries, it will last for a moment or two, but then it will be
forgotten again. And besides, if we go about during the day trying to
remember to ask ourselves if we are there in our surroundings, it
distracts our attention from whatever we are doing, and this confuses
the mind.
The meditation tackles this in a different way. When we have found
this place of happiness within us, and when we have become one
person instead of many, there is no question about it - we are there in
our surroundings. Without any effort on our part we begin to exist.
Actually, the reason is that we have got the energy to do it - and so it
comes naturally.
So the meditation can bring us back to life. Once we were dead we walked the streets mechanically, like automatons. But now we have
woken up from sleep, and we begin to see the world around us .... ' ***
Both approaches share the same destination - realisation of man's
infinite possibilities - but take very different routes.

(* see 6/1 and Vol VI Time & Space - Prologue 4. A miracle is
defined in the System as the manifestation of the laws of a higher
world in a world below)
(** see Vol I Way of Happiness & New Truths)
(***see Vol X Meditation 1/1-4)
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Apropos the footnote in 2/9 about the analogy of the cart,
horse and driver, and the contrasting approach referred to in 2/10,
Colin's letter*to Dr Roles, which follows, is a further illustration of
this change of viewpoint:'lt is interesting to return to the Cart, Horse, Driver and
Master, if only to see how our ideas have changed. If you
remember, the Cart had to be driven hard, over a bumpy and
cobbly road; the Horse had to be tamed and subdued broken in, and made to obey the Driver; and the Driver
himself had to be woken up, put in his place on the Cart and
taught how to hold the reins. But now ... we go straight to the
Master. And if we find the Master and get to know him, the
rest follows naturally - there is nothing we need do.
How do we find the Master? It is here perhaps that the
meditation has changed our views most of all. The way to the
Master is through happiness - that is the most surprising thing.
We used to think effort and struggle were needed. All that is
needed is happiness!
In the meditation the mind goes
naturally towards the place of greatest happiness, and when it
gets there, that is where the Master is.
Not that happiness is an end in itself. Happiness is the
ground in which the Master lives. And if one finds that
ground, all the other things will follow - real knowledge of
ourselves, and the world in which we live, consciousness,
truth, mercy - and many other wonderful things.
Certainly our ideas have changed!'

Also, in connection with the references to 'remembering ourselves'
in 2/9, Colin points out that :'.. the meditation has changed our attitude quite a lot.
We now realise that if ' ( in meditation) ' we .. make a
connection with the universal self, .. remembering
ourselves will come naturally during the day. There
is no longer any need to carry an alarm clock around
with us .. In this way not all at once, perhaps, but sooner
or later memory will come.' **
(* of 17/11/65)
(** Vol IX All living 8/27)
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The last few pages bring out the importance of an
effective method of self development for balancing one's
comprehension - one's understanding - of the System. This was, of
course, a fundamental System principle.
Colin comments:'What is understanding? Understanding is the arithmetic
mean between knowledge and being. In order that our
understanding can grow knowledge and being have both to
increase in equal proportion ... Knowledge and being have both
to go hand in hand.'*
Here it is appropriate, and as a link to 2/13 about Ouspensky's
Dimensions of Time, to consider another System idea - in Colin's
description:'There is ... an idea of the system, that man is under four
different laws, the law of accident, the law of cause and effect, the
law of fate, and the law of will. Some things that happen in our lives
are accidental, other things are due to the effect of certain causes,
a third category of things is due to fate, and a fourth category to will.
Now there is reason to believe that these four laws that man is
under have a direct connection with dimensions of time. The most
obvious, perhaps, is the law of cause and effect, which belongs to
the fourth dimension, for it depends on the sequence of events in
time for its manifestation. By comparison the law of accident has
no dependence on time, for accidents can happen to any of us at
any time, and their causes are not dependent on any sequence of
events within our control. We might, perhaps, say they belong to
the zero dimension.
Our fate is not so easy to understand - it controls the big
events of our life - the place of our birth and the hour of our death,
our marriage, our work in life, and things of that order. It is
precisely these things in our life which are subject to recurrence, for
they are fixed points, and in the ordinary way are not able to be
changed. But there is a way of changing them, for nothing is
· impossible. They can be changed in the sixth dimension, by the
law of will.
What is meant by 'will'? Obviously not our will - the will of the
ordinary mind, which feels itself to be the doer of all our everyday
actions. More probably the will of some deeper part, which seems
to come from beyond us ... ' **

(* see Vol V Enneagram - System Overview 13m)
(** see Vol VII Recurrence - Memory 3/2)
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When Ouspensky came across the System he brought to it some
important cognitions of his own that throw additional light on the System
ideas.
His cognitions about Time were summarized by Colin in an essay
'The Dimensions of Time' ( see Vol VI Time & Space 1-7) from which the
following extract is taken:.. The centre of gravity of Ouspensky's theory of time lies in the discovery
(which would appear to be entirely his own) that time has not one, but three
dimensions. We all of us know that space has three dimensions, and since
Einstein demonstrated his theory of relativity it has become an accepted idea
that time is the fourth dimension of space. But Ouspensky claimed that one
dimension of time is not enough, and that all the complications of Einstein's
theory arose from the fact that he was trying to fit his universe into four
dimensions, when the real world has six. But what are those six dimensions?
According to Ouspensky they are a 'period' consisting of three space
dimensions and three time dimensions and up to a point the one is analogous
to the other. The first dimension of space - a line - is analogous to the first
dimension of time - the line of time. The second dimension of space - a
surface - is analogous ( in a certain sense) to the second dimension of time, to
repetition. And the third dimension of space - a solid - is analogous to the
third dimension of time, the solid of time,·or eternity. But these terms require
further definition. The idea that time is a line is clear enough - as a line of
events passing from before to after. This line of time is theoretically a straight
line, just as a line in space can be theoretically straight. But straight lines do
not actually exist, except in a very limited sense. They possess a certain
curvature, and it is only when this curvature is very small that they appear to
be straight. In the same way the line of time is never straight - it only appears
to be so when we cannot see its end or its beginning. Every line of time is
really a circle - a circle which repeats again and again. This is the second
dimension of time. But as Ouspensky demonstrates in a quotation from the
commentaries of Simplicius (p.410 in 'A New Model of the Universe') there are
two kinds of repetition - there is repetition in time, as for instance the repetition
of the seasons, the repetitive movement of the planets, the vibrations of a
stretched string, and many other things, and there is repetition in eternity, or
eternal recurrence. According to this second kind of repetition, the line of time
itself, and every moment in this line, is repeated again and again in eternity.
This eternal repetition of events is like the surface of a pond, over which
reflections are passing. But the third dimension lies in the depth of the pond,
for it is here that other possible moments, other lines of time exist of which we
are not aware. Just as a space solid contains inner depths which cannot be
seen from its surface, so the time solid contains all those hidden possibilities
in each situation, each moment, which are not ordinarily realised. This is the
real meaning of the third dimension of time, the sixth dimension of
Ouspensky's period of dimensions ... (to 2/14)
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Understandably, when Ouspensky heard the System
description of the Doctrine of Cosmoses he found its exact
correspondence with his period of dimensions an amazing
coincidence. (see Vol VIII Cosmoses - 7 Worlds Prologue 1).
Assisted by the hint given that bre·ath for each cosmos is a
measure of its time (and also approval for the assumption that the
Tritocosmos and Microcosmos should be taken as organic life and
man respectively), Ouspensky worked out a detailed table of times
for each cosmos - lifetime, day & night, breath and assimilation of
impressions. This provided a 'zero to infinity' ratio of 30,000 which
he also applied to the System concept of the vastly different speeds
of man's physiological centres.
The other cognition about Time which Ouspensky brought
with him to the System was eternal recurrence, repetition of lives, of
everything again and again, explained theoretically as the second
time dimension or fifth dimension of his period of dimensions.*
Recurrence was not part of the System Ouspensky came
across, but was included in his independent System teaching later.
It was something, he said, to be experienced although the maths
was correct.
Colin's view about recurrence and the System went like this:'Later, when you have studied the system in more detail, you
will realise that there is hardly a single part of it which is not
affected by the idea of recurrence and you will wonder how
anyone who has never "heard this idea could understand what
the system is all about.' **
The combination of Ouspensky's original cognitions with the
unique knowledge of the System, and his subsequent development
of particular System ideas, provided what can be described as
special 'growing points' for the System. Colin was to develop these
'growing points' further, and to introduce a totally fresh approach
with the insights he gained from his experience of Maharishi1 s
meditation.***
(to 2/15)

(* see Vol VII Recurrence - Prologue )
(** see Vol V Enneagram - Prologue 7g)
(*** see this Volume's Section 7 Part 2 )
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Parallel with the seemingly rather dire System unmasking of
man as an automaton, in waking sleep, was the uplifting understanding
of his potential as a self-creative being. Different sides of the same coin
were there, identification, and its opposite, consciousness. This theme
was constantly emphasized by Ouspensky.
Linked with this was a hugely important 'growing point' for
the System in Ouspensky's cognition that because it is natural for man to
grow there must be a natural method for it. And such a method might be
found if the organisation could become strong enough to interest those
of higher consciousness who could provide that help (see 3/2). This
might be thought to have been the ultimate aim of 'the Work'.*
It is interesting to see this truly heroic endeavour in the light
of the System description of the different levels of influence available, or
potentially available, in life. These were called 'A, Band C influences'.
'A influences• are those of our ordinary, perhaps somewhat repetitive,
life circumstances. Then there are the more civilizing 1B influences' of
philosophy, religion and art, for example, which are said to come
originally from a higher level of consciousness. And then there is that
higher level of consciousness itself, or ·'C influence'. 'C influence was
said to be individually transmitted and under different cosmic laws.** In
System terms it belongs to the realm of the 'Inner Circle' of humanity.
In 'New Model of the Universe', Ouspensky regards the
'Inner Circle' as an immortal influence guiding man's potential
development (p19/20 2nd ed).
Colin, too, has some very inspiring
passages (in Val IX All Living 4/2-3,5/7&9/0f) in which the role of the
'Inner Circle' as a permanent principle, 'outside the ordinary laws of time',
of those able to remember the necessary knowledge for man's
development, is discussed on the vast scale of the Solar System - see
also in this Val O 4/17-18.
(to 2/16)
(* a term describing System activities. These were categorized as, • first
line of work' - the individual's self study, 'second line of work' - group
activities with others in the organisation, and 'third line of work' - for the
organisation as a whole. Together, these three 'lines' were
intended to provide the necessary overlapping bridging stimulus at
points of recession in their respective ascending octaves so that, as in
natural processes, growth proceeded smoothly - see 2/1 Law of Octaves
description in The nature of thing§ para, and Val IV Levels & Laws 7
1/1-6)
(** a feature of 'C influence' is that it is free of the law of accident - see
2/12)

2/16

The main System ideas

A significant 'growing point• for the System ideas was Ouspensky's
development of the Law of Three Forces, particularly in connection with
human activities.
This law is briefly described in 2/1 The nature of things, the second
of the 'three great truths' Colin found within the System ideas. He
discusses this in a letter*to Dr Roles:•... The second question is concerned with the nature of things, with
their essence, or that which they are in themselves. It is through the
meditation that one begins to get direct glimpses - more than
anything else perhaps - of the answer to this question. And one
finds to one's surprise, for one never understood it before, that the
true nature of things is happiness, or bliss. But how can we
approach this subject theoretically? I think the answer lies in
the law of three forces, and particularly in Mr Ouspensky's
development of this idea in the six combinations, or triads. And I
dont believe this whole subject was developed very much in the
system - it seems quite possible a lot of it was missing ... •
In a later paper,** Colin wrote about the 'six combinations, or triads'
mentioned above as follows:' It was Mr Ouspensky who developed this idea of the law of three
forces in its application to human activity. He maintained (with that
extraordinary clarity which is characteristic of his thinking) that as
everything depends on the interaction of three forces, there can
only be six ways in which this interaction can occur. These six ways
depend on the order of the three forces - as each of the three forces
can be first in order of action, or second or third, the number of
combinations is limited to six. It follows that in the whole universe and equally within the field of man's activities - there are only six
different things which can happen ..... the first force is highest in
level of energy and therefore most active, the second force is
lowest in energy level, and therefore passive by comparison, and
the third force is intermediate between the other two .. .' (to 2/17)

(* of 27/9/67)
(** Vol IV Levels and Laws 5-3.1)

2/17

The main System ideas

In another paper,* Colin gives a table of the six activities or
triads we have been discussing, applied to human activities:-

active - passive - intermediate · (creative work))
passive - active - rntermediate (meditation)
intermediate - passive - active (union with the source)
active - intermediate - passive
passive - intermediate - active
intermediate - active - passive

(unconscious actions)
(imagination, magic)
(crime, explosions)

As the next extract from a 1etter**to Dr Ro1es shows, Colin
found these insights of Ouspensky's based on the System Law of
Three Forces extremely illuminating:'.. I feel very strongly that Mr Ouspensky's development of
triads is an absolutely priceless gem, but we keep it hidden in the
safe! I wrote a long treatise on the subject of triads in 1967 as you
may remember, of which the attached is the first chapter***. The
rest was pretty long winded but I think this beginning is rather nice
and simple. Probably the reason people arent more interested is
because they cant find the key to the safe. It seems to take quite a
time to find it, but once you do you realise how important it is .. .'

(* Vol IV Levels and Laws 5-3.5)
(** of 25/4/70)
(*** the whole subject is ful1y discussed by Colin in Vol IV levels
& Laws 5 which has the 'long treatise' on triads mentioned above
- see Vol IV 5-4.1-27. This has an expanded table of activity
categories on its last page. Additionally, triads are a major theme
of Vol V Enneagram.)
(to 2/18)

2/18

The main System ideas

Ouspensky also emphasized an important distinction
between the combinations of Three Forces or triads which depends
on their level of origin.
The System described a unified combination of the Three
Forces on the level of the Absolute before creation begins.
Colin continues:'... On this level the three forces combine in a way which is
incomprehensible for our minds. Each of the three forces
can act in the capacity of any other, and the number of
combinations is unlimited. But on the next level. .. there are
three separate triads. These three triads are those of creation,
regeneration and conception - the remaining three triads do
not arise until the level below, and it is not until this level ...
that all six triads manifest ... This description is based on the
system we were given by Mr Ouspensky, and it contains
certain very deep truths. The first and second levels are
different from the levels below. Like an architect's design for
a building - while it is still on the drawing board it is above the
level on which action begins, but when the drawings are
handed to the builder, many things can happen, for the work
is no longer under the architect's direct control.
It is at this stage that the further three triads come into play the triad of involuntary actions, that of destruction or
disintegration, and that of self will or imaginary desires. This
does not mean that these three triads are wrong - it means
that they ~ be wrong if they are not directly under the
universal will But more important perhaps is the fact that
above a certain level nothing can be wrong, and that is the
place we have to find.
· Mr Ouspensky used to speak of finding the way into a special
room, and when one had found it, of shutting the door. This
room is above the level of action, and if we can learn how to
find it at will, eventually it will be with us all the time, and will
influence everything we do. And then everything will be right.
It is really very simple.'* (to 2/19)

(* from Vol V Enneagram - Latest Introductory Papers 1/1-2)

2/19
The main SY.stem ideas
A passage in Colin's 'long treatise on the subject of triads',
mentioned in 2/17 helps to illustrate the distinction in level of the
first three separate triads (from Vol IV Levels & Laws 5-4.17):'... Above a certain level - above the level of thought as we
ordinarily know it - is a state. or a series of states, in which
the action of the three forces is quite unlike anything we
ordinarily experience. And however difficult it is to convey
what this state is like, we can at least be certain of one
thing - the action of the three forces on this level is entirely
positive - it is free from negative influences of every kind
and it produces nothing but good. It is in fact the level on
which the three combinations 1 - 2 - 3, 2 - 1 - 3 and 3 - 2 - 1
are working ... ' ( 1= active, 2= passive and 3= intermediate see table of activities in 2/17)
The System also classified the levels we have been
discussing as 'levels of materiality' (see Vol IV 2-1.1-2):'... suppose we say that the highest matter we can conceive
has a level of one or unity. Matter on this level - the level of the
absolute - consists, we are told, of three elements, but these
three elements are one and indivisible. On the next level there
will be three separate elements, and matter on this level will
therefore have the number three in our classification. On the
next level the number of elements will be doubled, for there
will be a further three elements generated on this level, as
well as those on the level above, and the number will
therefore be six .... the number on the next level will be twelve,
on the next level twenty four, and so on. (see table below)

1)

)

} matter too fine to be absorbed
3)
6 ) higher mind
12) positive emotion
24)
. 48)
96)
192)

instincts, feelings, sensations
thoughts, impressions
hormones
air

384) water
768) food
1536) organic matter eg. wood
3072) inorganic substances

)
) causal world
)
)

)
) subtle world
)

)
)
) physical world
)

)

This describes descending levels of matter in creation - for their
regeneration, in Man and the Sun using the System 'Three-Storey
Food Table' Factory/Refinery analogy, see Vol IX All Living.

2/20

The main System ideas

Continuing with the themes of Ouspensky's System 'growing
points', and the important distinction between activities based on
their level of origin (considered in 2/18-19), we come to
Ouspensky's development of the difference between
consciousness and functions:'... consciousness and functions are quite different things. To
move, to think, to feel, to have sensations - these are
functions; they can work quite independently of whether we
are conscious or not..., To be conscious is something quite
different ........... Functions can be compared to machines
working in varying degrees of light. These machines are such
that they are able to work better in light than in darkness ....... .
Consciousness is light and machines are functions.'
'The slight differences between people are differences in
functions, but real difference of being is difference of state
of consciousness.'
'When we are conscious we become connected with higher
centres and then the whole picture changes.' *

Colin's paper (overleaf) about consciousness and functions
links up with our consideration of the levels of origin of the three
forces. In this case, attributes of the first three separate forces are
also mentioned (as in the Trinity) before they 'act together' in
combinations or triads.**
Ouspensky's distinction between consciousness and
functions also provided a basis for Colin's development of the
System concept of the 'Fourth Way' - see 5/1-10.
The System outlined three traditional 'Ways' of self
development - physical (fakir), devotional (monk), intellectual
(yogi), all requiring special conditions of life - and a fourth, for the
householder in ordinary life, which set out to combine the three
traditional approaches.
(to 2/21)
(* see Vol V Enneagram - Latest Introductory Papers 2/18)
(** 2/21 is from Vol I Way of Happiness - part 111/1)

. 2/2.l

Man has a pey-sical body.

Within his physical body

Within the living body are his various functions

is life.

his ability to think, to feel, to make skilled movements and
so

on - and within the living and functioning body of man

is consciousness.
Consciousness is quite distinct from :functions - it
works on a different level, exists in a different place.
Functions each have their separate centres within us, but

the place where consciousness dwells is the kingdom of heaven.
And the kingdom of heaven is higher than all our functions
it stands above them and inf'luenoes all their actions.

Consciousness in its origin is undivided.
from the divine will within us.

It comes

But when it reaches the

kingdom of heaven there are three different ways in which it
manifests.

'l'he first is in the feeling of 'I' - of a presence

within us that is always there, that cannot be lost or destroyed.
The second 1!7happiness, ecstasy, bliss - for deep within us
everything is happiness, everything is bliss.

And the third

is in knowledge - the direct experience of knowing - the
reflection within us of consciousness.
These three elements act together in various ways.

:But

when the middle element, when happiness predominates, there is
unity in the kingdom of heaven.

When there is unity in the

kingdom of heaven our :functions work in unity also.

When our

functions work in unity, the life within us is well regulated.
And when the lito/within us is well regulated our bodies are :full
of well being.

In this way consciousness penetrates deeper

and deeper within us - we are brought under the influence of

the kingdom af heaven more and more.

2/22

The main System ideas - some aphorisms

There was said to have been a book of System aphorisms.
The following aphorisms, plus a prayer, have been passed down
in our family. They seem to have been designed as signposts for
seekers of reality by those who have already passed that way:-

1. 'In order to know everything it is necessary to know very
little, but in order to know that very little, it is necessary to
know very much.'
2. 'A man can be born, but before he is born he must die, and
before he dies he must first awake.'

3. 'Try to create causes; leave the rest to the great laws of the
Universe.'

4. 'Give up your suffering -·create moon in yourself.'
5. 'Prepare to die tomorrow, but treat your body as if it had
1000 years.'
6. 'The Laws of Nature will grind you to powder unless you
first learn to become the miller.'

And the prayer:'Lord Creator, and all you his assistants, help us to remember
ourselves at all times, in order to avoid all unconscious
actions, for from these alone can evil manifest itself.'
(to 2/23)

2/23

The main SY.stem ideas - some aphorisms (continued)
The meaning of these compact expressions of reality is
probably for our individual discovery - part of our own journey,
so to speak. It may be helpful though, to have a brief look at the
aphorisms in the light of the System ideas.

1. Knowledge of everything, as in understanding the System
Doctrine of Cosmoses, 'the beginning and end of all
knowledge' (2/1 ), must be possibre or the Doctrine of
Cosmoses would not have been cognized. The System ·
regards understanding as an equa1 mix of knowledge and
being (2/12), and says we all have higher consciousness in
potential, and that higher consciousness brings direct
cognition of reality (see 2/9 and also the quotations in 2/20).
This quote (from 2/19) may be helpful:- 1Above a certain level above the level of thought as we ordinarily know it - is a
state ... quite unlike anything we ordinarily experience. And
however difficult it is to convey what this state is like, we
can .. be certain .. this level is entirely positive .. and it produces
nothing but good ... '
2. Man, the self creative being, must die to identification
(see 2/15 first paragraph and 2/9 & 2/10), but before that
must find a way to wake up from his waking sleep.
( see also St John 3.3 )
3. It is interesting to think of this in terms of the System laws of
accident, cause & effect, fate, and will (2/12).
4. See 2/6 and 2/9.

5. To secure health and wholeness, the situation described in
2/21 seems obviously the best, and highest, to go for.

6. This comes back to 5 above.
Regarding the prayer, the second quotation in 2/11 is about
self remembering. Also, 'Mr Ouspensky's teaching was based
on the idea of self remembering. He would say, unless we can
remember ourserves, nothing is possible' (Vor V Enneagram
System Overview 8h). Unconscious actions are those in
waking sleep (2/9) and, more technically, as a triad (2/17).
This System prayer was much treasured by my dear mother
Dione.

